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War and Medicine surveys the relationship between warfareand medical practice since the
Crimean War. It is ahistory of the visual culture of war as much as a chronicleof specialised
medical and scientific equipment, advancesin hospital design, and new paradigms for the
evacuationand treatment of the wounded. Florence Nightingale's celebratedand effective
'coxcomb' graph demonstrated howher intervention in the care and treatment of sick
andwounded soldiers dramatically reduced the mortality rate.So skilful was Nightingale's use of
visual aids that she hasbeen mistakenly credited as the originator of the bar graph.Gilbert
Rogers' painting, Stretcher Bearers of the Royal ArmyMedical Corps, 1919, pictures in the style
of a deposition ofChrist the transport of the wounded in the trenches of theGreat War. (The art
historian Stephen Eisenman made thesame point recently in a study of the notorious Abu
Ghraibphotographs.) There is poster art produced during theSecond World War by that master of
graphic design,Abram Games. Remarkable colour photographs by PercyHennell, taken between
1939 and I945, document the outcomeof maxillofacial reconstructive surgery on British
soldiersand civilians. These are astonishingly poignant anddreadful portraits; no surprise, then,
that Francis Baconturned to similar images to find inspiration for hisvoyeuristic confections of
modern angst.
Medicine is just beginning to take seriously the privilegedrelation between doctor and patient on
battlefield, in fieldhospital or prison camp. The ethical dilemma faced by doctorsand nurses in
the military is part of the focus of this exhibition.Yet artists, too, have played a role in the
documentation andvisualisation of war and are prone to consider the same question:what am I
doing here? The exhibition punctuates thenarrative of relentless death, maiming and general
brutality with specially commissioned works by contemporary artists,such as David Cotterrell and
Shona Illingworth. Commissionedby the Wellcome Trust and supported by the Ministry
ofDefence, Cotterrell was flown to Helmand Province in a militarytransport plane along with
other service personnel. Everythingabout the experience, according to Cotterrell, was foreignand
awesome; from the advance training in survival to theblackout flight to the medical unit. As we
learn from publishedextracts of Cotterrell's diary, nothing can prepare you for theactuality of
war. The privileged position of the non-combatantwitness to war is part of our culture; the
subject of art born ofwar, however, seems more difficult to pin down.
Cotterrell's first-hand knowledge of the situation in frontlinemedical units will remain alien to
most of us. But hisconclusion is not difficult to grasp: 'the incongruity betweenwhat I had seen
and what was presented as the public face ofconflict was, and continues to be, profound and
irreconcilable.' In many ways, Cotterrell's narrative is far more vividthan the artwork that
emerges from the situation. Theimages produced by Cotterrell do not seem to embrace thesame
sentiments voiced by the man. At first glance, it is notclear how such commissioned work could
incorporate doubtwithout risking failure. Quite deliberately, Cotterrell refusesto force the issue
and remains content to frame his photography- reproduced in the catalogue and on view at
theDanielle Arnaud Gallery - in the language of 'aesthetic distance'.Cotterrell's panoramic video
installation on view at War and Medicine is, in fact, a film of a training exercise; asimulated
environment constructed by the military.
It is rare for artists to be given the opportunity to get so closeto the action. The artist working
away from the frontline mayluxuriate in the sublime and pose questions about the awfulbeauty
of war or the ethical obligation of art to bear witness. Allthese comfortable buffers dissolve when
one is faced withgaping wounds, mangled limbs and death. This, at least, iswhat I have learned
from Cotterrell's account of his experience.The resulting images, however, hover uncomfortably
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aboutwhat I would call the 'default position' of bearing witness. Likethe subjects of Cotterrell's
video and photography, the artist does what he or she is trained to do because there is no time
todo anything else. Documentary photographers and military doctorshave this in common: in the
heat of battle or when thechopper delivers the wounded, you immerse yourself in yourjob. The
time for reflection is later, when one is faced with theproblem of making this material public.
We cannot help but applaud the efforts of doctors andnurses who save life and limb; yet it is
worth remembering justhow contradictory the roles of doctors, nurses (and chaplains) inthe
military are. In her splendid catalogue essay, 'Suffering andthe Healing Profession: The
Experience of Military Medicine inthe First and Second World Wars', Joanne Bourke argues
thatmilitary medicine was more 'military' than 'medicine': 'medicinedid not simply serve the
military, but was crucial in actuallydefining and expanding military power so that the armed
forcescould control and direct the emotional as well as the materiallives of its recruits with
greater effectiveness.' In the face of totalwar, there is little room for introspection and doubt. The
militaryinitiative in Afghanistan is something different, even ifsome are of the opinion that it is
justified. Cotterrell's diaristicremarks find common ground with some of the accounts writtenby
medical professionals involved in the aftermath of armedconflicts of the past. The overwhelming
expression shared by allis one of disorientation, shock and confusion.
War is tragedy without nuance, whereas the representationof war is a sophisticated and
complex fixture of most cultures.Warfare is considered to be one of the great crucibles ofhuman
values and is presented as such in works as diverse asThe Iliad and The Deer Hunter. We have
had our imperialistwars and our 'just' wars; our wars against aggression and terrorism. In the
context of the just war, attributes of the victoriousin battle become the touchstone for conduct in
civilsociety. But with a recent historical legacy of so many ill-consideredmilitary campaigns, one
wonders what values emerge.Can the trauma of questionable military misadventure also bea
resource for art? Where it has been, in some cases theresults are as disturbing and conflicting as
the counter-intuitiveprocess of battlefield triage. What 'War and Medicine'does reveal
spectacularly well is the dilemma that awaits theartist when the focus of attention is the saving
of human lifeframed by the unremitting savaging of human life.
Michael Corris is an artist and writer on art.
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